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Disclaimer

The purpose of this presentation is purely informative. The information contained in this presentation is subject to, and must be read in conjunction with, all other publicly available information, including,

where relevant any fuller disclosure document published by Haya Real Estate, S.L. (together with any of its subsidiaries, “Haya Real Estate”). Any person at any time acquiring securities must do so only on the

basis of such person’s own judgment as to the merits or the suitability of the securities for its purpose and only on such information as is contained in such public information having taken all such profession

or other advice as it considers necessary or appropriate in the circumstances and not in reliance on the information contained in this presentation. No investment activity should be undertaken on the basis of

the information contained in this presentation. In making the presentation available, Haya Real Estate gives no advice and makes no recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any securities or

investments whatsoever.

Neither this presentation nor any of the information contained therein constitutes an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities.

This presentation contains forward-looking statements regarding Haya Real Estate’s financial position and plans for future operations. All statements other than statements of historical facts may be forward-

looking statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of the notice and are subject to a number of factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from any expected

results in such forward-looking statements. Haya Real Estate expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to update or revise any forward-looking statement (except to the extent legally required).

Haya Real Estate uses certain alternative performance measures (APMs), which have not been audited, Adjusted EBITDA and Free Cash Flow, to benchmark and compare performance, both between its own

operations and as against other companies for a better understanding of Haya Real Estate financial performance. These measures are used, together with measures of performance under the International

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), to compare the relative performance of operations in planning, budgeting and reviewing the performance of its business. Haya Real Estate believes that EBITDA-based

and other measures are useful and commonly used measures of financial performance in addition to net profit, operating profit and other profitability measures under IFRS because they facilitate operating

performance comparison from period to period and company to company. By eliminating potential differences in results of operations between periods or companies caused by factors such as depreciation

and amortization methods, historic cost and age of assets, financing and capital structures and taxation positions or regimes, Haya Real Estate believes that EBITDA-based and other measures can provide a

useful additional basis for comparing the current performance of the underlying operations being evaluated. For these reasons, Haya Real Estate believes that EBITDA-based and other measures are regularly

used by the investment community as a means of comparison of companies in the industry. However, these measures are considered additional disclosures and in no case replace the financial information

prepared under IFRS. Moreover, the way Haya Real Estate defines and calculates these measures may differ to the way similar measures are calculated by other companies. Accordingly, they may not be

comparable.

Regarding any data which may have been provided by third parties, neither Haya Real Estate, nor any of its administrators, directors or employees, either explicitly or implicitly, guarantees that these

contents are exact, accurate, comprehensive or complete, nor are they obliged to keep them updated, nor to correct them in the case that any deficiency, error or omission were to be detected. Moreover, in

reproducing these contents in by any means, Haya Real Estate may introduce any changes it deems suitable, may omit partially or completely any of the elements of this document, and in case of any

deviation between such a version and this one, Haya Real Estate assumes no liability for any discrepancy.
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1. Key Highlights 
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9M´18 - Key Highlights1

✓ Transaction volumes increased by +33% (€3,281.5MM) in 9M’18, allowing for 12% growth in 

revenues (€186.4MM)

✓ Strong free cash flow generation with €87.9MM, +95% YoY, with a cash conversion ~100% in the 

period 

✓ The transaction between Cerberus and BBVA was closed in October. JV Co, called Divarian, has 

been set up and the REOs have been transferred. Servicing contract of BBVA´s stock and future 

flow now into effect

✓ Assets under management of €38.2BN at September 30, 2018, with two new contracts win of 

€923.8MM in the third quarter. Additionally, Haya is expected to be the servicer of the Apple 

portfolio (€2.8BN of REOs owned by JV Co to be created between Cerberus and Santander)

✓ Adjusted EBITDA of €88.8MM (+1.3% vs 9M´17) with a strong EBITDA margin of ~50%
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2. Business Review
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• New Bankia/BMN contract signed in 

April

• +2 new servicing contracts signed with 

institutional investors (€421MM) and 

+1 new servicing contract with Cerberus 

(Agora portfolio €681MM)

• +1 new potential servicing contract of 

Apple portfolio to be awarded (€2.8BN)

• 8 contracts onboarded in 2018 (~4,800 

loans / ~19,600 assets) 

• New business activities are being developed 

2 2018 Key Strategic Priorities

• Continue with the strong performance in 

transaction volumes and revenues

• Maintain our strong EBITDA margin 

above 50% (2018 LTM)

• Strong FCF generation used to pay the 

new Bankia contract upfront payment

(€108MM fully paid)

• Capital structure with a leverage ratio at 

2.9x. Potential IPO in 2019

1 2

3 4

Sareb BBVA

Financial 

Performance

New Contracts 

&  

New Business

• Strong performance in transaction 

volumes (+13% 2018 Sept. LTM)

• Maintain high level of customer 

satisfaction and demonstrate our 

value-add to Sareb

• Position Haya us the reference 

servicer for Sareb to increase 

likelihood of renewal

• The transaction between BBVA and 

Cerberus was closed in October

• JV Co, called Divarian, has been set up 

and the REOs have been transferred 

• Servicing contract of BBVA ´s future 

inflows (~€1BN estimated per year) 

now in effect
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New servicing contracts awarded in the last months2
Six1 new contracts have been awarded since the beginning of 2018

Galleon

BBVA 

Apple

• New servicing agreement2

with an institutional fund 

(portfolio acquired from 

Cajamar)

• AuMs: €233MM of REDs 

(807 loans) and €9.5MM 

of REOs (102 assets)

• Contract length: until 

assets will be sold

• New servicing agreement 

with Cerberus (portfolio 

acquired from Caixa) 

• AuMs: €681MM of REDs 

(~2,400 loans) 

• Contract length: until 

assets will be sold

1

2

Agora

3

4

• New servicing agreement2

with Cerberus and 

Santander (portfolio 

acquired from Santander) 

• AuMs: €2.8BN of REOs 

(35,700 assets) 

• Contract length: TBD

• Beginning of the servicing 

agreement with BBVA for 

the future REOs inflows 

• AuMs: ~€1BN/yr3 of 

REOs estimated

• Contract length: 8+2 years

(1) Includes a new servicing contract with an institutional fund awarded in Q1´18 and the novation of the Bankia contract in April 2018; (2) Servicing agreements pending to close;

(3) Estimated future REOs inflows based on historical information reported by BBVA

€38.2BN AuMs as of September 2018 

€42.3BN pro-forma AuMs as of September 2018 
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JV Co (Divarian)

transaction closed

BBVA / Divarian transaction update 2
BBVA/Cerberus transaction extends HRE´s success in securing new contracts

June 2017

• Agreement 

between 

BBVA and 

Cerberus

• Sale of 

~€11BN of 

foreclosures 

assets

✓ JV Co set up (80% Cerberus / 20% 

BBVA)

✓ JV Co management bodies being set up

✓ Transaction approval by Anti-

trust/Competition Authorities

✓ Transfer the assets from BBVA´s 

different entities to JV Co 

✓ Servicing agreement between BBVA 

& HRE in agreed form

✓ 8 yr. with a potential extension of two 

additional years

✓ No upfront payment required

• BBVA´s 

future REOs 

inflows

✓ Divarian (JV Co) as the owner of the 

assets 

✓ Anida (BBVA´s servicer) forms part of 

Diviarian

✓ Contract comes into effect after JV 

Co transaction closed

✓ Beginning of the management of 

BBVA´s REO stock generated after cut-

off date begins

• Potential new servicing 

agreement for the JV Co assets  

• Haya is well positioned due to 

demonstrated experience, track 

record and relationship with 

Cerberus/BBVA

• Exclusive management of future 

REOs inflow in Spain

• ~€1BN/year estimated1 inflows  

Timeline

June 2017 October 2018 Going Forward

(1) Based on historical information reported by BBVA
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3

1

2

4

5

Advisory 

Other Business and new business initiatives update2

Securitization 

business 

Land 

Management 

& 

Development

New business 

initiatives 

• Underwriting of 17 portfolios in 2018, among which are Sabadell REOs portfolio (Challenger & Colliseum portfolio), Agora portfolio (NPLs 

Caixa), Apple portfolio (Santander REOs) 

• Valuations of over 30,000 REO assets and collaterals under management

• Diversified customer base comprising institutional funds 

• Manages over c.€29BN AuMs in securitization funds (231,078 securitization assets)

• New opportunities for structuring two new funds with a trade receivables platform and a synthetic guarantee program with an Insurance company. 

Working with two financial institutions to securitise mortgage loans (€2.3BN), SMEs loans (€500MM) and other products

• New potential securitization funds auto dealer floor plan financing

• More than 4,300 (+12,900 registered properties) land management projects managed for our core clients

• New residential development: 10 new developments (303 houses), 104 WIPs completed (1,709 houses) and 95 under completion (1,236 houses) 

• +200 new land plots analysed; potential transactions with family offices and investment funds.

• Targeting new clients (banks, institutional funds) to offer them our land management and development services

• Ancillary services with current clients: tax and property management

• New potential business with: intermediaries or insurance companies to manage its property portfolio

• New business initiative with rental business to structure a securitization fund with the rental contracts as collateral, the target client will be the REITs

Rental 

Business 

• Management of 19,796 units (13,490 of which are rented units)

• New contracts with an insurance company and REITs to manage its property portfolios
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3. Financial Review
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€38,225 MM
-4.8 YTD

Key Financial Highlights

Assets Under 

Management

3

€3,281.5 MM
+33% YoY

Transaction 

Volumes

€1,109.9 MM
+22% YoY

RED Volumes

Revenues Free Cash Flow2 Net Debt

REO Co. Volumes

REO Volumes

€947.7 MM
+26% YoY

€1,223.9 MM
+54% YoY

€186.4 MM
+12% YoY

€87.9 MM
+95% YoY

€425.3 MM

Avg. Volume serv. fee 3.41%

Avg. Mangmt. fee 0.21%

Cash conversion 99% 

Adjusted EBITDA1

€88.8 MM
+1% YoY

EBITDA margin 48% Leverage ratio 2.9x

(1) Adjusted EBTIDA is the sum of GAAP operating profit plus D&A, adding back €2.1MM costs estimated to have been incurred in connection with the IPO exploratory activities. (2) 

Free Cash Flow is defined as Adjusted EBITDA less capital expenditures and change in working capital. 
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Assets Under Management3

Total 40,159

AuMs decreased by €1,934MM compared to December 2017 mainly due to the natural evolution of the Sareb portfolio (closed
perimeter) partially offset by inflows from the existing contracts and the new contracts awarded in the period

Asset under Management evolution (GBV) 
(€ MM)

RED REO

28,241

11,918

AuMs EoP 2017 Inflows from 

new contracts 

win

Inflows from 

existing 

contracts

Outflow REO Co Inflow REO Co Outflows from 

recoveries
AuMs 9M ´18 

Increase Decrease

987

114

970

291

(711) 701 (2,097)

(2,218)

24,684

13,542

Total 38,225(1,906)

New Bankia

Contract

1,936
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• Good performance in Liberbank

• Strong performance in Bankia (+25% 

y-o-y), due mainly to two portfolio 

sales and an increase in land & 

commercial asset sales

• Good performance in REOs sales in 

Cajamar (+23%), due to an increase in 

retail and wholesale sales; also helped 

by a portfolio sale in Q1´18  

• Continued growth in Sareb REO retail 

sales (+38% YoY)

911.6
1,109.9

754.2

947.7

796.7

1,223.9
2,462.5

3,281.5

9M´17 9M´18

RED REO Co REO

Transaction Volumes3
REDs Transaction 

Volumes  
REO Conversion 

Transaction Volumes  
REOs Transaction 

Volumes

€1,110MM

+22%

• Very strong performance in 

Cajamar, helped by a significant

portfolio sale >€200MM in the 

Q2´18. Haya has been awarded the 

servicing of the portfolio sold

• Lower recoveries y-o-y in Bankia 

due to the novation of the contract 

in April

• Lower recoveries in Sareb y-o-y as 

no significant portfolio sales have yet 

been closed

• Continued strong performance in 

REO Conversion mainly due to the 

strong activity in Sareb resulting in an 

sharp increase in the number of 

claims filed during the nine months of 

2018 (+2,400) 

• Lower activity in Cajamar REOCo

impacted by the large REDs portfolio 

sold in the period

€948MM

+26%
1,224MM

+54%

Transaction volumes comparison

(€ MM)

(%) of total

(37%)
(34%)

(29%)

(37%)

(32%)

(31%)

+33%

~126,000 

loans 

managed

~79% REDs 

portfolio is 

litigated

+123,000 

assets 

managed 

~23,000 

assets sold

~20,000 loans 

recovered
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95.6
111.8

58.0

60.0

12.2

14.6
165.8

186.4

9M´17 9M´18

Volume fee Management fee Other revenues

• Management fee increased by 3% due to the Liberbank and other clients contribution, which have offset the 

decline in other contracts, mainly Sareb, due to the natural evolution of its closed perimeter

3

• Volume fee increased by 17% mainly due to:

• Continued strong performance in REOs across all clients

• Good performance in REDs due mainly due to large Cajamar portfolio sale and the contribution from 

other clients

• Stable REO Co fees in the period, good performance in Sareb partially offset by a decrease in Cajamar

• The average volume servicing fee as % of volumes was 3.41% mainly due to the portfolio sales included 

in the mix

Revenues Comparison

Revenues

+12%

(€MM) Volume fee

9M ´18: 

€111.8MM

9M ´17: 

€95.6MM

Management fee

Breakdown 

by product

Other Revenues

• Other revenues increased by 20% mainly due to an increase in ancillary services in the core contracts, 

mainly Bankia and Liberbank, partially offset by the lower activity in the Securitization and Advisory business

Revenues increased by 12% due to the increase in volume and management fees mainly impacted by the strong performance in all REOs and 

REDs transaction volumes

(35%)

(32%)

(60%)
(58%)

(7%)

(8%)

(%) of total

3.41%3.88%

% average volume servicing fee

RED

46%

REO Co

16%

REO

38%

RED

42%

REO Co

13%

REO

45%
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87.6

16.2

2.0
2.4

14.4

5.1

88.8

9M´17 Volume fee Management fee Other revenues Operating costs Personnel costs 9M´18

Adjusted EBITDA increased by 1.3% explained by a strong performance in revenues partially offset by an increase in costs mainly due to
the strong performance in REOs and the costs related to the new contracts

Adjusted EBITDA bridge3
Adjusted1 EBITDA Bridge  
(€ MM)

(1) Adjusted EBTIDA is the sum of GAAP operating profit plus D&A, adding back €2.1MM costs estimated to have been incurred in connection with the IPO exploratory activities

47.6%52.8%

1

• Higher professional services (channel costs, cost of 

agencies and litigation costs) due to the increase in 

REO and REO Co transaction volumes 

• Higher other professional services, partially offset by 

lower IT operating expenses incurred in the period

• Higher marketing and contact center costs due to 

increase in REOs activity and new commercial 

campaigns 

• Higher non-recurring costs due to M&A activity

% Adjusted EBITDA margin

1 Operating costs impacted by: 

2

2

• Liberbank and new servicing portfolios awarded 

have increased number of FTEs

Personnel costs impacted by:
LTM 53.2%LTM 56.9%
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443.1

425.3

2017 9M 2018

45.1

1.2 3.6

45.2

87.9

9M´17 Adjusted EBITDA Capital expenditures Change in working

capital

9M´18

Free Cash Flow and Net Debt Position3
Free cash flow increased by 95% (+€43MM vs 9M´17) and the leverage ratio below 3.0x as of September 2018

(1) Free Cash Flow is defined as Adjusted EBITDA less capital expenditures and change in working capital. (2) Adjusted EBTIDA is the sum of GAAP operating profit 

plus D&A, adding back €2.1MM costs estimated to have been incurred in connection with the IPO exploratory activities (3) Capital expenditures adjusted by 

€102.7MM of Liberbank´s upfront payment and VAT Facility in 9M´17 and €60.9MM of Bankia´s upfront payment in 9M´18 

Free Cash 

Flow1

Comparison

9M ´17 9M´18

Adjusted EBITDA2 87.6 88.8

Capital expenditures paid3 -7.6 -11.3

Change in working capital -34.9 10.4

Free Cash Flow 45.1 87.9

(€ MM)

(€ MM)

Free Cash Flow Net Debt 

Leverage ratio: Net debt / Adjusted EBTDA2

• Leverage ratio in 9M´18 below 3.0x

• Repayment of €22MM of Bankia´s VAT facility in July´18

• Bankia´s upfront payment fully paid, €20MM in July and 

€46.8MM at the end of October

Main 

Highlights

51% 99%

% Cash Conversion: FCF1 / Adjusted EBITDA2

(€ MM)

3.0x 2.9x

• ~€6MM payments in 

9M´18 related to IT capex 

incurred in 2017

2

Improvement in working capital 

due to:

• Higher collections in Cajamar

and Liberbank impacted by 

some portfolios recorded in 

receivables as of  Dec.´17

• Improved collection process 

in Sareb

3
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4. Conclusions
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• Strong performance in 

Q4´18 (~40% of total 

annual volumes) to 

close a strong year

• Cash Flow generation 

to reinforce liquidity 

position after Bankia´s 

upfront payment 

• Assist our clients in 

large portfolio sales

before year end

• Continue to diversify 

our customer base

• Initiate onboarding 

process of BBVA´s 

REOs

• Work actively with 

Cerberus to 

successfully and quickly 

onboard the portfolios 

purchased 

• Sizing Haya to be ready 

for 2019 activity

• Continue to look for 

new opportunities in 

the Spanish market, 

including M&A 

transactions 

• Continue to deliver 

excellent customer 

service to all our clients

• Prepare the company for 

the potential contract 

renewal negotiations 

with Sareb in 2019

4 2018 Year to Go - Focus on…

2018

1 1
2 3 4
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5. Annex
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9M ´17 9M ´18 (%)

Revenues 165.8 186.4 12.4%

Volume fee 95.6 111.8 16.9%

Management fee 58.0 60.0 3.5%

Other revenues 12.2 14.6 19.6%

Operating expenses 78.2 97.7 24.9%

Other operating expenses2 43.6 58.0 33.1%

Personnel Cost 34.6 39.7 14.7%

Adjusted EBITDA3 87.6 88.8 1.3%

Adjusted EBITDA margin 52.8% 47.6% -9.9%

Adjusted EBIT2 31.9 13.2 -58.5%

Adjusted EBIT margin 19.2% 7.1% -63.1%

Assets under management 40,159 38,225 -4.8%

Total transaction volumes 2,462.5 3,281.5 33.3%

Average volume servicing fee 3.88% 3.41% -12.3%

Average asset management servicing fee 0.19% 0.21% 6.7%

Free cash flow 45.1 87.9 94.8%

Cash conversion 51% 99% 92.3%

Net debt 443.1 425.3 -4.0%

Leverage ratio 3.0 2.9 -4.8%

9M ´18 Key Metrics5

(1) See Management Discussion & Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations for the description of the Alternative Performance Metrics (APMs) (2) 

Other operating expenses adjusted by €2.1MM costs estimated to have been incurred in connection with the IPO exploratory activities (3) Adjusted EBTIDA is the 

sum of GAAP operating profit plus D&A, adding back €2.1MM costs estimated to have been incurred in connection with the IPO exploratory activities (4) Figures 

as of December, 2017

4

4

4

P&L

APMs

(€ MM)

1
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